
Directions 

 

 

Place and movement 

Divide these words into two groups: place and direction. Some go in both. 

through,               down,              across,             along,              into,               below,              up,            out,    
between,               in,               around,                over,          opposite,           under,             on,           off 

 

Choose any five that you are unsure of. Check them in a dictionary and write sentences with them. 

Compare your sentences with a partner. 

 

My neighbourhood  

In pairs, find out who's got the best access to shops, amenities and transport links where they live, 

e.g. There's а cafe on the corner of my street. Around the corner there's а post office. It's about а 

two-minute walk to the nearest bus stop ...  

Copy this street plan. Tell me the names of the streets. 

                           

In pairs, decide where to put these places. 

bakery,       car park,       cafe,        bus stop,      newsagent,      restaurant,     chemist,    corner shop 
 

 

Form а group with another pair. Don't show them your map. Ask and answer questions about your 

maps to find any similarities. 



Routes 

In groups, discuss your journeys to school and find out whose is the most complicated. Choose а 

secretary for the group to write а description of the journey. Leave the description on your desk 

and look at the other groups' descriptions to find out who in the class has the worst journey. 

Imagine you have а job in the centre of а huge city and you have to choose where to live. In three 

groups, agree the advantages of your place and the disadvantages of the others. Group А, you have 

chosen the city centre. Group В, you have chosen the suburbs. Group С, you have chosen the 

countryside. 

Someone tell me exactly how to get from this classroom to the nearest cafe. (Choose а student to 

give directions, then see if anyone noticed anything missing.) 

In pairs, give each other directions from the airport to the place you live by public transport. Who 

has the most complicated journey, involving the most changes? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


